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Community Council  

Name Position Present 
Charlie Love  (Chairperson) X 

Heather Brock  (Deputy Chairperson) X 
Heather Coull Secretary  
David Ritchie Treasurer  

Clare Davidson (Minutes Secretary) X 
Raymond Swaffield Member  

Bill Loudon Member  
Dawn Anderson Member  
Kate Lumsden Member  

Alan Eastell Member X 
John Long  Member  

Diane Priestley Member   
John Thornton Member  
Ken Stewart Member  
John Hunter Acting Chairperson  
Daniel Hay Member  

Mandy Duggan Member X 
Stuart Bews Member  
Brian Colvin Member  
Chika Edeh Acting Minute Secretary  

Cllr David Aitchison Ward 13 Councillor X 
Cllr Iris Walker Ward 13 Councillor X 
Cllr Ron McKail Ward 13 Councillor X 

Cllr Alistair McKelvie Ward 13 Councillor X 
 

 
 

 
Item 

Action/ 
Attention 

1 Acting Chairperson’s welcome and opening remarks 
The meeting was declared open at 7pm by the Acting Chairperson, John Hunter 
(JH) and all present welcomed. JH requested a volunteer for the minutes and 
Chika Edeh offered to take these; Daniel Hay seconded this.  There were 15 
members in attendance. 

 

2 Declarations 
JH highlighted the need for all members to declare any conflicts of interest in all 
matters being considered by WECC, particularly with regards to the current 
discussions on the proposed Kingsford Stadium. 
In view of this, JH also noted the absence of Charlie Love, Heather Brock and 
Clare Davidson who excused themselves from the meeting for that same reason.  
JH offered everyone the chance to excuse themselves if need be, before the 
discussions began. 
John Thornton provided some clarification on his own involvement with the 
debates on the proposed stadium, stating that they have been mostly research-
based and not promotional for any cause or interest.  However, JH explained that 
the need to declare any conflicts of interest was more to do with ensuring that the 
credibility of the group remains intact.   
Brian Colvin wondered how a recent TV appearance by a member of WECC, 
speaking on the subject, might impact on public perception and overall view of 
credibility and independence of the Community Council as a whole.  
In summary to this point, JH urged members to refrain from making any public 
statements on the Kingsford Stadium applications, and if they must have a view in 
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public, they must be careful to speak as private individuals and not present as 
though speaking on behalf of WECC. 

3 Apologies 
Alan Eastell, Mandy Duggan.  

 

4 Discussion 
This covered 

 Transport 
 The Bridge and Parking 
 Application Update 
 Reasoned Response 
 Buses 
 Economic Benefits 
 Creation of Subgroup 
 Positive Approach. 

The detailed discussion on each topic is shown in the following sections. 

 

5 Transport  
On the proposals for transportation around the proposed Stadium, JH (IC) noted 
that the economic projections were based on attendance sizes of 13k up to a 
maximum of 20k. However, he pointed out that the evidence on the figures were 
yet to be demonstrated 
Diane Priestley also noted that there was a projection for up to 40k attendance at 
some of the events at the proposed stadium. She viewed that this would have a 
significant impact on the town. 

 
 

6 The Bridge and Parking 
David Ritchie mentioned that the Shire was looking to approve a proposed bridge 
to be located at the entry of Westhill, however no application is yet in place for this. 
On this point, John Thornton pointed out that with the expected traffic levels in and 
out of the area, there would inevitably be huge problems with gridlocks and 
parking. 
John Long, in his remark, considered that the development should include 
thousands of parking spaces being made available to deal with the anticipated 
numbers of people at the events. He also noted that it may be that ACC may be 
looking to transfer the parking reservation scheme from Loirston area over to 
Westhill, despite being two separate councils. This remains to be seen. 
On the bridge, John Thornton was concerned about the potential impacts of the 
bridge on the community, particularly with regards to its location and size.  
Dawn Anderson shared this concern, also pointing out the potential impact on 
HGV vehicles, which frequently ply the route. The impact on emergency services 
having to use the Brodiach road to access Westhill was also deliberated. 

 

7 Application Update 
Kate Lumsden asked if any new updates were available on the new document 
received, and urged those who were familiar with the content to inform WECC 
members on any changes with respect to the issues previously raised in the 
council’s earlier objection.  
John Long in reviewing their response to the council’s initial objection observed 
that they largely maintained their reasons as previous.  Aberdeen Football Club 
(AFC) argued that Green Belt was cheaper to build on, although on several 
occasions in their document, it said they were not to build on Green Belt. 

 

8 Reasoned Response 
Stuart Bews suggested that in responding to the new document, the council’s 
response should be to demonstrate why Westhill itself is not suitable for the 
proposed volume of traffic coming through. He would want the WECC to consider 
and respond to the details of the document. JH noted his point, referencing similar 
response on the A944 which led to a policy that the proposed developments in the 
area was not going to be beneficial to the community. 
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9 Buses 
John Thornton expressed concern about the impact of the anticipated crowds on 
buses schedules and routes. 

 

10 Economic Benefits 
Still on the new document, Diane Priestley wondered how, after initially stating no 
economic benefit, there was a sudden change of view by the planners, with 
mention of significant economic benefit for WECC area. Again such benefit 
remains to be fully demonstrated. In this regard, Brian Colvin suggested that 
WECC could get AFC to commit to providing jobs to/for the people in the local 
WECC area. However, it was pointed out that that might be deemed discriminatory 
to the rest of the city and shire. In addition, it could prove legally unenforceable. 
John Thornton queried the figures provided as basis for calculating the economic 
benefits. By his own calculations, he suggested that their figures were 
questionable and in his view, made their overall economic assessment 
questionable. He urged a more critical examination of the figures to ascertain what 
could truly and practically apply. John Thornton also thought there was a conflation 
in the Stadium gradings applied, which he thought muddled the economic 
planning. However, John Hunter explained that planning considerations should not 
necessarily concern itself with the profitability of a business; rather with the impact, 
social and otherwise, on the community. 

 

11 Creation of Subgroup 
Kate Lumsden then suggested the creation of a subgroup of experts and those 
with more detailed knowledge of the matters in view to look into the specific areas 
as highlighted and return to WECC with a view.  This was generally agreed by all. 

 

12 Positive Approach 
Stuart Bews advised a more positive approach to the document; he preferred for 
the council members to look for a response that is more critical of the details of the 
plan. To this point Chika Edeh agreed, offering that it may be of benefit to take a 
long-term view of opportunities and potentials for the community beyond the 
immediate challenges as presented.  
Daniel Hay also viewed the application positively, noting that the pressures being 
highlighted would not be continuous, but only during events.  
In response, John Long noted their comments, but pointed out that potential 
benefits such as sports facilities and trainings were already being provided within 
the community. 

 

13 Conclusion 
John Hunter appreciated the various comments and positions, and urged members 
to get involved with projects which help the community. He thereafter called for a 
vote for or against the planning application 

 

14 Voting 
 Ayes- 3 
 Nays- 11 
 TOTAL- 14 

The Nays had it.  (One member had to leave early and so was absent for the 
vote) WECC’s objections were upheld following the vote. 

 

15 Further Discussion 
There followed some discussion on whether WECC needed to hold a Public 
Meeting.  
At this point It was assumed WECC would get an extension beyond 12th December 
to submit its response to ACC. A half-hour can then be included for the topic at our 
normal monthly meeting on 14th December.  
Provided it is advertised in the normal manner then that would meet the 
requirements for a public meeting.  

 
 

16 Next Actions 
John Thornton & John Long were asked to prepare a draft of points for the 
response to the additional information.   
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Diane Priestley will look at the proposed pedestrian bridge.   
Charlie Love can be asked to provide the points he raised re alternative sites at the 
28th November meeting. 

 
Chika Edeh 
WECC – Acting Minute Secretary 


